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GRATING FURNITURE
Weland has developed a series of comfortable grating furniture for furnishing public places and places where
the furniture is likely to be subject to rough treatment, for example parcs, underground stations etc.
The series comprise seats and „rest furniture“ (combination seats + table).
We also manufacture grating furniture of special design for internal and outdoor use. Contact us for special
brochure and further information.

Some advantages of

Grating Seat
Weland grating seat of steel for use on streets and market
places, parcs, golf courses, lay-bys, camping sites etc.
This seat has the best possible surface treatment. First
of all the steel is hot dip galvanized and afterwards the
furniture is painted in the required colour. This treatment
means that even if the paint is worn or damaged the
furniture will not rust.

Height

Length = 1550 mm
Height = 820 mm
Width = 750 mm
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grating furniture

❋ Can be left outdoors year after year without rusting
❋ The seat can be bolted to the ground
❋ Best possible surface treatment
construction, uninteresting target for
❋ Strong
vandalism.
❋ No storing in wintertime required
to the very small areas exposed to the
❋ Thanks
elements the seat and the back rests will dry
very quickly after heavy rain
Strong and comfortable

❋
❋ Painted in required colour

Rest Furniture
Weland rest furniture of steel for restaurants,
kiosks, lay-bys, camping sites, public baths,
skiing installations etc. Rest furniture for outdoor
use has the same excellent surface protection
as the grating seat.
Rest furniture has the same
excellent properties as described
on page 40.

Height

Length

Width

Length = 1305 mm Height = 730 mm Width = 1850 mm

Examples of other types of grating furniture
Contact us if you have own ideas or special requirements. Our grating furniture can be manufactured for use
both indoors and outdoors and with painting in the required colour.
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Beat marking for safer hunt.

The raising hide shown above has a roof of corrugated sheet and cladding
of felt.

The Raising Hide that lasts a whole Hunter’s Life
Weland raising hides are manufactured from cold-bended and hot dip galvanized
steel profiles. Thus the hide will not rust and remains stable and safe year
after year. The hide is offered in 4 standard heights: 1,0 - 2,0 - 2,85 3,75 metres. A rotating chair with bronze bearing is offered as
an accessory.
Raising Hide,
height 2.850 mm.

Raising Hide,
height 2.000 mm.

Raising Hide,
height 1.000 mm.
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Raising Hide,
height 3.750 mm.

